
[Music]

00:07

so my name is Eoghan Maloney and I'm a

00:09

senior manager at Accenture I joined

00:11

Accenture back in 2010 into their

00:13

consulting practice and I'm currently

00:15

the cloud capability lead for a

00:16

technology strategy and advisory team

00:19

in that role I work within the cloud

00:21

first team in delivering cloud solutions

00:24

for our clients

00:25

we work with engineers architects and

00:27

delivery to bring the end-to-end journey

00:29

to life in the cloud for for those

00:32

businesses that need it

00:34

we could do anything from business case

00:36

for cloud right the way through to

00:37

full-scale cloud migration prior to

00:40

joining Accenture I worked in the
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00:41

construction engineering sector I

00:42

graduated with a master's in engineering

00:45

before moving to technology that really

00:48

gave me a solid foundation in critical

00:49

thinking and problem solving which I'm

00:51

able to apply in my role on a day-to-day

00:52

basis Accenture really prides itself in

00:55

taking people from different backgrounds

00:57

working together in one team to deliver

00:58

value for our clients

01:00

what appealed to me about a career

01:01

Accenture was the responsibility that

01:03

you're given Accenture trusts you to go

01:05

in and deliver large complex projects

01:08

with our clients

01:09

in doing so they build you up with the

01:11

skills and knowledge that you need to



01:12

deliver on the job

01:14

also the variety of work that you get

01:17

means you could be going in delivering

01:18

with different teams different

01:20

technologies different clients on a

01:21

day-to-day basis and that breadth of

01:24

experience is really something that

01:25

appealed to me

01:27

what excites me about a career in cloud

01:28

computing is working with those

01:30

companies that are so heavily investing

01:32

in technology and innovation and

01:34

bringing those solutions that really

01:35

help the world around us that gives me

01:38

the opportunity to work with all these

01:39

new technologies that are being

01:40

introduced by the cloud providers
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01:43

really working with our clients to

01:45

identify solutions to the problems that

01:47

they have and bring to bear the power of

01:49

the cloud a standout moment for me in my

01:51

career at Accenture was probably one of

01:53

the first cloud deliveries I did

01:56

we started out by identifying the

01:58

requirements from the customer

02:00

we realized that cloud was was the best

02:02

solution for them at the time

02:04

when we eventually implemented the

02:06

solution the realization from the

02:08

customer of house how it had simplified

02:10

their business processes was something

02:12

that really opened my eyes to the power

02:14

that cloud has and the value it can

02:16

bring to that client



02:17

so my advice for someone starting out a

02:19

career in cloud computing or consultancy

02:21

is to have a look at the training and

02:23

courses that are available for them a

02:25

background in development and technology

02:26

is not critical so if you do your

02:28

research identify the course that's

02:30

right for you you can really get a head

02:31

start on your career

02:39

you
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